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Why Constraint Conflict can Disappear in Reduplicationl 
Caro Struijke 
University of Maryland I University of Massachusetts 
This paper introduces 'Word Faithfulness'. TIlls is essentially a broad interpretation of 
Input-Output Correspondence, because it relates inputs to entire output words. including 
both the base and reduplicant in reduplicated words. rather than the base alone. or the base 
and reduplicant separately (as in McCarthy and Prince 1995; see also Raimy and Idsardi 
1997; Spaelti 1997; Struijke 1997, 1998; Yip 1998). 
I depict the Word Faithfulness relation below. set in the reduplicative model of 
correspondence I will be assuming. Apart from Word Faithfulness. the correspondence 
relations relevant for reduplication are Root Faithfulness and Base~Reduplicant 
Faithfulness. 
(1) Model o/Correspondence with Word Fa.ithfulness 
input: 
output: 
IRED+ Root! 
Word Faithfufn6ss ! 
Root Faithfuln6ss 
Reduplicant ~ Base I 
B·R Faithfulness 
In unreduplicated words. input elements are normally in correspondence with one 
output element. while in reduplicated words they are potentially in correspondence with 
I Thanks go to Laura Benua, Luigi Burzio, Paul Hagstrom. Paw de Lacy, Ania l:ubowicz, John McCarthy 
and Paul Smolensky for comments and suggestions, Remaining errors are my own. 
II) 2000 by Caro Slruljke 
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two OUtput elements. Thus. in reduplicated words multiple correspondence is tl'iually 
established, as depicted in (2). 
(2) Word Faithfulness iJJ.2: 
unreduplicated word n:duplicated word (red. underlined) 
Input: I. b e d I labed! 
I I I I ~ 
Output: abc d a b 
" d abc d 
Word Faithfulness constraints are satisfied if an input element is recoverable from 
the output If there is one identical output correspondent, faithfulness is achieved. H there 
are two identical output correspondents. however, faithfulness to the input is not improved, 
and faithfulness constraints are not better satisfied. Hence, in the multiple correspondence 
established in reduplicated words, only one output correspondent needs to be identical to an 
input element to achieve faithfulness. I illustrate this here with the constraints playing the 
lead role in this paper. 
(3) MAxWD: Every segment in the input has some correspondent in the output word 
(4) ID·FEA111REwo: If segment S is oc F in the input. then some correspondent of S is 
IX F in the output 
Naturally. MAx is satisfied in reduplicated words if all input segments are parsed 
in both members of th;base.reduplicant pair (5 0. In addition. faithfulness is achieved if 
only one member parses an input segment (5 ii). No violation is incurred. simply because 
the segment deleted in one member is present in the other. MAXwo is also satisfied when lhe 
base and reduplicant both delete segments. as long as they are not the same segments (5 
iii). Thus. faithfulness constraints are indifferent to the number of output correspondents 
and lhey do not demonstrate a preference for faithful parsing in one of the output strings 
over the other. 
(5) Satisfaction of MaxWD in reduplicated words (redup/icant is underlined) 
(i) labedl 
abed abcd 
(ti) la bedl labedl 
abc d abcdab 
2 Lines Indicate correspondence. They should not be.seen as association lines. 
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(iil) labedl 
~"" a b d 
Featural identity constraints are satisfied when a feature associated with an input 
segment is associated with some corresponding output segment. In the presence of two 
corresponding output segments in reduplicated words. the feature must be associated with 
at least one of these correspondents. but not necessarily both. 
(6) Satisfaction oflD-FeamreWD in multiple correspondence (reduplicant is underlined) 
I X reatuJe J I X teatul'e J I X fe.aUu'e I 
~ 
X feature X feattw 
~ 
X feature X 
~ 
x.. X feltln 
Thus. I argue that faithfulness constraints demand recoverability of input elements 
in the output. rather than identity between all input-output correspondents. Because 
faithfulness constraints are evaluated in this way. one member of the base-reduplicant pair 
can change or delete in response to a conflicting markedness constraint without incurring a 
Word Faithfulness violation. Of course, this will result in a breach of faithfulness along the 
B-R dimension. and is only allowed if B-R constraints are low-ranking. 
The goal of this paper is to show that, given Word Faithfulness. a conflict between 
markedness and faithfulness constraints seen in unreduplicated words can disappear in 
reduplicated words. because both constraints can be satisfied simultaneously when multiple 
correspondence is established. 
The Salish language Lusbootseed provides empirical support for the proposal. In. 
unreduplicated words of this language. we fllld free variation between fonns that reduce a 
full unstressed vowel and fonns that faithfully parse the vowel (Urbanczyk 1996; data from 
Bates. Hess and Hilbert 1994). In the example below vowel reduction is optionally 
manifested as syncope: 
(7) input 
I?idigW~tI 
faithful vowel 
?idigWht 
reduced vowel 
'/idgWat 
gloss 
'say something' 
Following Reynolds (1994. et seq.) and Anttila (1997, et seq.), I assume that 
optionality follows from free ranking of cOnflicting constraints. In the Lushootseed 
grammar MAXwORD and a markedness constraint against full unstressed vowels are variably 
ranked with respect to each other. When the markedness constraint dominates MAXwQJpl • 
the optimization gives an unmarked. unfaithful output When MAxWORD dominates the 
markedness constraint, the optimization gives a marked. faithful output In either 
optimization. one of the constraints must be violated in order to satisfy the other. 
Assuming that reduplicated and unreduplicated words are generated by the same 
grammar. one might expect parallel behavior in both word types. However. free variation 
is not attested in reduplicated words: unstressed vowels must reduce. 
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(8) input 
IRED+laq'l 
Caro Struijke 
"faithful vowel 
*li-laq' 
deleted vowel 
llI-lq' 
gloss 
'fall' 
Reduplicated words satisfy both MAXwORD and the markedness constraint against full 
unstressed vowels. The markedness constraint is satisfied by deletion of the base vowel 
(because it is the unstressed vowel), MAxWORD demands an input element be present in the 
output, but does not demand two output correspondents. In Lushootseed. the input vowel 
surfaces in the reduplicanl, and MAXWORD is satisfied. 1his explains why we do not find 
optionality in reduplicated words. In reduplication. markedness can be satisfied without 
violating faithfulness. Since both the markedness and faithfulness consttaints are satisfied, 
their relative ranking is irrelevant No matter how they are ordered, reduction takes place in 
reduplicated words. 
The paper is organized as follows. In section 1 I will account for the optionality of 
vowel reduction in unreduplicat:ed words via free ranking of constraints and I provide an 
explanation of the fact that unstressed vowels sometimes undergo partial reduction (vowel 
centralization) and at other times reduce totally (syncope). In section 2 I will show why 
unstressed vowels must reduce in reduplicated words. 
1 Unreduplicated words and optional reduction of unstressed vowels 
The Lushootseed vowel inventory is given below. It contains schwa and three comer 
vowels. The latter are distinctively long or short. 
(9) Lushootseed vowel inventory 
it i: u I u: 
a I a: 
For reasons of space I will not give an analysis of Lushootseed stress assignment, nor will 
I explain the driving force behind vowel reduction (but see Struijke, to appear). For our 
present purposes it suffices to say that corner vowels are prominent because they are more 
sonorous than schwa. Therefore they prefer to be stressed and sometimes reduce in 
unstressed syllables (Urbanczyk 1996. following Kenstowicz 1994). Vowel reduction is 
forced by a constraint that I will descriptively refer to as "'UNSiRESSEDCoRNERV. 
(10) "'UNSl'RESSEoCORNERV: comer vowels are not allowed in IlIt'itressed syllables 
Vowel reduction is optional in unreduplicared wordsl . At some times a speaker produces a 
given word with full WlStreSSed vowels, while al other times s/he produces the same word 
with reduced unstressed vowels (Urbanczyk 1996). In the examples below reduction is 
manifested as syncope or 'total reduction' . 
1 In fact, this is only true ror one class or words. Words not belonging to this class do not undergo 
reduction when unreduplicated. In Struijke (10 appear) Ibis is straightforwardly accounted for by high· 
ranking class'specific failhfulness constraints (Urbanczyk 1996; Benua 1997; Fukazawa 1999; itO aIXi 
Mesler 10 appear). In reduplication these faithfulness constraints can be satisfied even when reduction takes 
place. Reduction is thererore obligatory in reduplicated words belonging to Ibis class (see also section 2 
below). 
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Why Constraint Conflict Disappears in Reduplication 
optional reduction a/unstressed voweLs: total reduction (syncope)" 
wtreduced reduced gloss 
(?\di)(gWat) (?id)(gWat) 'say somelhing' 
(!a!-a)t-ob (lal-t-ob) 'taken out of the fire' 
bo(d.?-a!) bo(d'?-!) 'one's beloved child' 
617 
page 
15 
141 
35 
'measure; figure out, think' 242 
To account for the two variant forms. opposing rankings of the markedness 
constraint and its conflicting faithfulness constraint are clearly needed. Faithfulness 
constraints need to dominate the markedness consuaint for full vowel retention. but the 
reverse ranking is needed for vowel reduction. 
Anttila (1997, et seq.) and Reynolds (1994, ot seq.) resolve ranking paradoxes seen 
in optionality by assuming that relevant conflicting constraints are crucially unranked with 
respect to each other in the constraint hierarchy (see also Ita & Mester 1997 and references 
quoted therein. and Ringen & Heinlimw 1999). This assumption allows us to posit a 
single underlying fonn or input that can be mapped onto multiple optimal outputs by a 
single grammar consisting of a single. albeit partial. constraint ranking. 
Even though constraints can be unranked in the grammar. they must be totally 
ordered in acrual optimizations,s so that a single output form is generated at a given time. A 
grammar containing two unranked constraints permits two totally ordered constraint 
rankings, which differ only in the ranking of these two constraints. Each ranking generates 
a unique output 
In Lushootseed, the markedness constraint against unstressed comer vowels is 
unranked with respect to the conflicting faithfulness constraint MAx-VOWEL, resulting in 
optional vowel reduction. The tableaux in (13) show the two possible optimizations given 
the unranked constraints. 
(12) MAx-VOWEL.....o: A vowel in the input must have some correspondent in the output 
word 
(13) . nal del . oOho etwn 
I ?idig""atl ;'~~STR I MAXV, I ?idig""at/ I MAXV~ :'':!:"STR CORNERV 
• 
CORNERV 
I (?\di)(g"'l>t) • ! 1- (7idi)(g""at) • 
2- (?\d)(gWU) • 2 (?\d)(gWat) I 
For reasons of space and exposition, I will conflate the tableaux for the two variants as in 
(14). However, the reader should keep in mind that the unranked constraints are ordered in 
actual optimizations, 
4 All data are from Bates, Hess and Hilbert (I994). 
, As Anttila (1997) and itO & Mesler (1997) point out, this makes free ranking different from 'tied 
ranidng'. In tied ranidng, constraints are truly unranked. That is. they are unranked in optimizations. and 
violations on different tied coostraints are considered equal. Thus, no decisioD can be made belweeD 
competing candidates when the individual tied constraints generate an equal number of violations. lhc 
competition does not end, but Is passed on to lower ranked constraints. 
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(14) nald I . optio e etJOn 
nidigWatl MAx-V_ ~UNS11l 
CORNERV 
1- ?tdigWat • 
2"- ?idgWat • 
Sometimes, vowel reduction is manifested as centralization of the vowel to schwa 
or 'partial reduction'. 
(IS) optional reduction o/unstressed vowels': partial reduction (centralization) 
unreduced reduced gloss page 
c-uk.Wab (c-ukWob) 'skin of human or fish' 56 
(k'ada)(yU?) (k"do)(y"?) 'rat' 120 
(1.gWal)-:>b (1.gWo)l_ob 'yawn' 4 
(?adz-a)(lus) (?adz-o)(lus) 'open place where one can 
see and be seen; beautiful 4 
Since vowel centralization is optional. Identity constrainlS on vowel quality are uruanked 
with respect to ·UNSI'RCORNERV. 
(16) ID-VQUAL...pa.,: A vowel quality feature associated with an input segment must be 
associated with a corresponding segment in the output word. 
(17) I r oDllOna centra IZlltwn 
11ag""al + db 1 ,1lJ-VQuAL", ·UNS'IR 
CoRNERV 
..- ?!gWal _ I)b • 
..- ?agWol_ ob • 
Centralization, rather than syncope, takes place in some opunuzations of these 
fonns because syncope is blocked by constraints on sonority relations within and across 
syUables (Urbanczyk 1996). The sonority scale relevant for Lushootseed is given in (14). 
(18) Sonoriry scale relevantfor Lushootseecf 
sonorants > voiced obstruents > voiceless obstruents 
Deletion does not take place in the fonns of (19a) because it would create sonority reversals 
(i.e. codas wilh rising sonority'), which are marked cross-linguistically (Clements 1990, 
a.o.). In (19b) syncope is blocked because it would create marked syllable contact That is, 
words would contain hetrosyllabic consonant clusters in which the coda consonant is less 
6 Possibly I..ushootset.d voiced obstrueDlS are considerr.d more sonorous than voiceless obstruents 
because they are historically derived from sonoranls. The labial and alveolar slaps fbI and IdJ derived from 
ImJ and InJ respectively; Ihe affricates Idzl and Id31 from Iy/; and the velar stops IgJ and Ig"'l from Iwl (Hess 
1995). Even though voiced oblitruents doived from sonorants, in the synchronic grammar they are 
ronsidert.d less sonorous Ihan sononwts in the I..ushootseed grammar. This is evidenced by nidzaluS/ -
(1a.dz:dus] ·[1adz.lus]. Syncope is blocked here because it would violate syllabic contact (see below). 
7 Urbanczyk claims that onseLS cannot be compleR:. Apparent onset obstruent clusters arC broken 
up by a voiceless vowel. 
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sonorous than the following onset consonant (Hooper 1976; Murray and VelUleman 1983; 
Zoe 1988; Lamontagne 1993; Davis &Shin ,1997). 
(19) blocked syncope 
•• sonority reversals 
Is-tJusadi *( s-tJusd) (s-tJusod) 's tar' 67 
Ic-ukwabl *(c-uk"'b) (c-uk".b) 'skin of human or fIsh' 56 
IRED+k'widl *(k'~-k""'d) (k 'Wi-k'''':Jd) 'small amount' 131 
b. syllable contact 
/k'adayu?1 *(k' ad)(yU7) (k'ad.)(yil7) 'rat' 120 
nag"al-K1bl *(7ag,,)lob (7ag",)I.b 'yawn' 4 
IRED+s+tul~kI *(s1Y.-t)l~k'" (slii-t:J)l:Jk"" 'creek' 230 
Because syncope takes place unless it is blocked by constraints on sonority, 
deletion of a vowel is in principle more harmonic than centralization, and faithfulness 
constraints on vowel quality features must dominate MAx-Vo~ in the Lushootseed 
grammar (Urbanczyk 1996). 
(20) delt.tion is more harmonic than reduction 
input s :UNSTR. IDVQUAI.. MAxVw 
CoRNERV 
I b.da7-a! I 1 b,(da7-a!) • ! 
2 ... ba(da7-!) * 
I ?idig"'at I 1 (7id')(gWat) * ! 
2'" (7id)(gWat) * 
The fact that syncope is blocked and vowels centralize in order to avoid marked sonority 
strucOlres indicates that ID-VQUAL,.,..,ls dominated by the following constraints governing 
sonority profIles within words. 
(21) 
(22) 
SVUCON: C1J,,[C.Z,IC11 ~ IC,I (Urbanczyk, 1996; after Lamontagne 1993) 
Consonants in a hetrosylfabic cluster must be of equal or falling sonority. 
SONORITYSEQUENcmGPlIDI'CIPLE (SSP): The sonority profl1e of the syllable must 
slope outwards from the peak. 
Tableau (23) summarizes the ranking arguments'. 
' Even though syllable contact can block vowel deletion, underlying clusters that result in syllabic 
contact on the surface are not repaired: vowels are Dot epenthesized, Dor are consonants deleted: wtg-Ad 
'salmonberry' (p. 90); hk"'yiq'" 'greal-great-grandparentlchild' (p. 11 ). Thus, DEP-VOWEL and MAX-
CONS dominate SYLLCON. \ 
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(23) 
a. 
vowel '~ ~ ~CON I SSP MAXV, • 
2 , ! 
b. /?agWal+Qb/ I'" ~ I 
2 . [
, 
, 
c. 1 , '! 
2" : 
d i?i.". II 1 ; '! 
2'" ~ 
Thus, even though *UNS1RESSEDCoRNERV is Wlranked relative 10 both ID-VQuAL.....-
and MAX-V wm>' these two faithfulness constraints must be crucially ranked with respect to 
each other to account for the fact that vowel deletion is, ceteris paribus, more harmonic than 
vowel centralization. This means that the markedness constraint is a 'floating' constraint 
(Reynolds 1994). Floating constrnints can be ranked anywhere amongst a certain subset of 
constraints in the hierarchy. The ranking of constraints within this subset remains fixed. 
(24) Floating markedness constraint 
SSP SYllCON 
'-../ 
!D-v~UAL." J 
MAx-VoWEl,." 
[ 
constraints 
.UNSTRCORNER V 
A given optimization ranks the three constraints in one of the three following orders: 
(25) possible hierarchies given the free ranking 
a. "'UNSTRCORNERV» ID-VQuAL,.,,» MAx-V"" 
b. ID-VQUAL".,» "'UNSlRCORNERV» MAx-V"" 
c. ID-VQuAL".,,» MAx-V..,,» "'UNSTRCoRNERV 
An optimization in which the COnSlrainlS are ranked as in (25a) generates both outputs with 
vowel deletion and outputs with vowel centralization, depending on the interaction with 
syllable structure constraints. When the ranking is as in (25b), an optimization can generate 
deletion, but does not allow vowel centralization. (25c) allows neither deletion, nor 
centralization. 9 
, Both Anttila and Reynolds account for the frequency distribution of variancs by means of the 
grammar. A rann that is optimal in a larger number of rankings should in principle be more frequently 
found than a fonn that is optimal given a smaller number of ranlcings. TIlis is of course only true if one 
abstracts away from any extra-linguistic Cactors that playa-role in determlning which variant is jronounced 
in a given instance. In the case orLushootseed. Anttila and Reynolds would predict that deletion takes place 
more often than centralization. because deletion is allowed by both (25 a and b). while centralization is 
8
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2 Lushootseed diminutive reduplication 
Diminutive reduplication is one of several different kinds of reduplication found in 
Lushootseed, and was studied earlier by Browselow (1983), Bates (1986), and Urban.czyk 
(1996). It denotes 'smallness, diminished action [or] endearment' (Bates, Hess and Hilbert 
1994; p. xvii), or indicates 'contempt or disgust' (Hess and Hilbert 1976, p. 160). The 
diminutive reduplicant is prefixal and is typically an open syllable. In words reduplicated 
for diminutive effect, vowel reduction is obligalOry, as seen in the data below. 
(26) reduction in reduplicQted words 
a. partial reduction 
IRED+?agWal+~bI *CU?a)(gWal.b) CU?)(gWalob) 'yawn' 4 
Is+RED+tuh~kwl "'(stutu)l~kW (st11t~)I~kW'creek' 230 
IRED+sidq'/ *Wsidq') Ws.dq') 'tum it just a bit' 203 
IRED+k'widl "'(k'Wlk'Wd) (k,wlk,W:ld) 'small amoWlt' 131 
b. total reduction 
IRED+pus! "'(llYPus) (JDl-ps) 'toss pebbles' 164 
!RED+dukw+ib~iJ *@ldu)(k"'lb.t) @d)(k"'lb.t) 'strange' 85 
/RED+tS'axw+~dI "'llitS'a)x"'Qd ~tf')xw.d 'hit lightly wI stick' 70 
IRED+kWatatSI *(s-kw'kWa)(tat.f) (skWOkW)(tat.f) 'little mOWltain' 123 
IRED+ ?us+iV *C1.Y.?u)(sll) Cbl?)(sll) 'shallow dive' 22 
Assuming that reduplicated and unreduplicated words are generated by the same 
grammar, one might expect parallel behavior in both word types. That is, one might expect 
reduction of unstressed comer vowels to be optional in reduplicated words. This section 
shows that the different behaviors of unreduplicated and reduplicated words follows from 
the assumption that Word Faithfulness relates inputs to entire output words. In particular, 
the fact that Wmd Faithfulness constraints demand recoverability of input material rather 
than identity of input-output correspondents causes the disappearance of constraint conflict 
seen in unreduplicated words: in reduplicated words "'UNSTRESSEDCoRNERV, MAx-Vworo 
and lO-VQuAI..."..,n can all be satisfied simultaneously. 
2.1 Vowel deletion in the base 
Stress normally falls on the reduplicant because it contains the leftmost comer vowel in the 
word. 1D The base-initial syllable is therefore unstressed, and its vowel is subject to the 
constraint "'UNsl'RESsEDCoRNERV. In the forms below, this markedness constraint is 
satisfied through deletion of the unSlrcssed vowel. 
allowed only by (25 a). Since frequency data are not available for Lushootseed. this prediction cannot be 
tested. 
LII When the input and base vowels are schwa, the reduplicant vowel is [i] (Bates 1986; Urbanczyk 
1996; Alderete et aI. 1997). Alderete et aI. see this as the emergence of the unmarked vowel. In addition, 
this could be seen as the emergence of left stress alignment. I ignore these data,. because they are irrelevant 
to the analysis of vowel reduction. 
9
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(27) 
Caro Struijke 
deletion of unstressed vowel in 1M base 
input *unredJ4ced reduced 
1RED+1us+iV -(1111u)(,11) (bj1)(s11) 
IREO+tfax"+<>d I -(!£.!tfa)x'.d <tI.:!tflxw.d 
IREO+kWatatJI -(s-l<:!k"a)(tAtj) (skWak")(tBtj) 
gloss page 
'shallow dive' 22 
'!tit lightly wi stick' 70 
'lin1e mountain' 123 
Under the assumption that Word Faithfulness relates the input to both the output 
base and reduplicant. me following correspondence relations aIe established for the fmt of 
tltese forms: 
(28) Word FaithfulnLss and multiple correspondence in a reduplicaud word 
IRE::X[() I 
In a reduplicated word like this, every segment in the input has at least one 
correspondent in the OUtpUL That is. all input segments arc recoverable from the output, 
and ~ constraints are satisfied. These constraints are indifferent to the number of 
output correspoDdents, and are satisfied in the presence of onc or more output 
correspondents for each input segment. In the Lushootseed examples above. 
"UNSTRCORNER V prevents parsing of the first input vowel into the base-initial syllable. Yet. 
MAx-V~ is satisfied, because the input vowel is recoverable from the output 
reduplicanl Thus, in reduplicated words, both markedness and Word Faithfulness 
requirements arc met simultaneously. 
The tableaux below show that vowel deletioo must take place, regardless of the 
relative ranking of MAx-V0WEL.vOllO and the markedness constraint ·UNSTRCORNERV. and 
as long as BR-constraints are low ranking. Candidates I of these tableaux faithfully parse 
the full input vowel into both the base and the reduplicant, hence MAx-V0WELwoao is 
satisfied. However, the full vowel in the base causes a violation of ·UNS1RCORNERV. 
Deleting the base vowel rids candidates 2 of this violation. without incuning a faithfulness 
violation. MAx-VOWELwORD is satisfied, because me reduplicantcontains the full vowel 
(29) 
1RED+?us+iU 
I. 
(30) 
/RED+ ?us+iU 
2. - (!gj-
We arc now in a pOSition to explain why we do not find optionality of reduction in 
reduplicated words. In reduplication, markedness can be satisfied without violating 
faithfulness. Since both the markedness constraint and MAx-V0WEI..wORD are satisfied, their 
10
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relative ranking makes no difference. No matter how they are ordered. deletion takes place 
in reduplicated words. Competing candidates which do not sbow deletion can never be 
optimal, because they incor a superset of violations on the unranked constraints compared 
to reduced candidates. 
2.2 Vowel centralization 
Vowel centralization sbows the same disnibution as syncope: it is optional in 
unredoplicated words. but obligatory in reduplicated words. The forms in (31) show vowel 
centralization, rather than deletion. because deletion is blocked by syllable structure 
requirements (see section 1 above). 
(31) reduction of unstressed vowels in the basel I 
input "unreduced reduced gloss page 
1RED+'Zag""al+oJbI *ili-?a)(g·~I-.b) (lj_?)(gWM_.b) 'yawn' 4 
fs+RED+tul:Jk"" f *(s-tU-tu)l.k" (s- tU-!o)I.kw 'creek' 230 
lRED+sidq'/ *W-sidq') W-s.dq') 'tum it just a bit' 203 
Again, the reduplicant syllable is stressed, because it contains the left-most comer 
vowel. and centralization of the base-initial vowel satisfIeS the markedness constraint 
.UNS1RESSEDCoRNER. V. ID-VQuAl...wORD is satisfied also, because the reduplicant vowel is 
identical to the first input vowel, and each feature associated with an input segment is 
associated with some corresponding output segment As was the case in reduplicated 
words undergoing syncope, both markedness and faithfulness constraints can be satisfied 
simultaneously, rendering their relative ranking irrelevant Either ranking results in vowel 
centralization. as long as BR Identity constraints are low-ranking. 1hi.s is shown in the 
tableau below, which swnmariz.es the two possible optimizations. 
(32) r~duction in th~ base 
IRED + / 
L 
2_" 
A few ~uplicated words stress the first vowel in the base, rather than the 
reduplicant vowel. 
(33) stressed bases 
lRED+tfulz~dI !1-t~dz-Qd 'little dance' 217 
/s+RED+talQiI S-!;i-tilol 'little nephew/niece' 218 
lRED+k'wlIl-Klb/ k'wo_k'wlIl_.b 'nearsighted • 127 
lRED+gwM+odl g .... Q-g""!d-;td 'talk' 96 
I hypoth~ize that left-assignment of stress is forsaken in these forms because the 
root carries underlying stress, and Root Faithfulness on underlying accent ensures that it 
surfaces in the base, rather than the reduplicant (see model of correspondence in (I); 
Positional Faithfulness. Beckman 1997). 
II Lexical prefixes are not tWuplicaIed in Lusbootseed (e.g. Is-I). 
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(34) 
Cara Struijke 
IRED + tAdz + ad! 
Here the reduplicant vowel is subject to the markedness consrraint agairua full 
unstressed vowels, because it is unstressed. Again, both falthfulness and markedness 
constraints are satisfied in these reduplicated words, and their relative ranking in an 
optimization makes 'nO difference. Vowels never reduce fully in reduplicAnts. because 
syncope would create adjacent identical segments, fatally violating a constraint militating 
against such a constellation (such as *GEMlNA11! (Urbanczyk 1996) or the OCP). 
(35) d . th du ["cant re ucnon In e u I4lnl 
IRED + tadz. + ad! lIJ-VQUAI.. *UNS1R lU-vQUAlo. CORNERV 
1. l! - (tAdz - ,d) • ! 
2.-- t. - (tAdz - ,d) • 
3 Conclusion 
In this paper I introduced Word Faiilifulness which relaleS inputs to entire output words. 
regardless of their morphological make-up. In reduplicated words it relates the lexically 
specified input to both the base and the reduplicant through splitting. 
I have argued that Faithfulness constraints demand rec:ovcrability of input material 
from the output, rather than identity between the twD. Given an input element and a single 
identical output correspondent. both identity and recoverability are achieved. However. in 
multiple conespondence as established in reduplication, recoverability does not imply 
identity. If one output correspondent is identical to an input element but a second output 
correspondent is not., recoverability is served, but identity is not achieved. I argued that 
faithfulness constraints are satisfied in such a situation, because the input element is 
recoverable from the output 
Since one member of the base-reduplicant pair can ensure faithfulness, the other can 
change to satisfy a markedness conslIaint without incurring a faithfulness violation. When 
this markedness conslraint only demands one of the output copies to change, as is the case 
in Lushootseed. both faithfulness and markedness requirements can be met in full and any 
conflict that may be found between them in unreduplicated words is lost in reduplicated 
words. 
If a pair of conflicting markedness and failhiulness constraints are unranked with 
respect to each other in the grammar, the phonological alternation demanded by the 
markedness constraint is optional in unreduplicated words (Anttila 1997, Reynolds 1994). 
Given the way faithfulness constraints are evaluated in multiple correspondence, both the 
markedness and faithfulness constraints can be satisfied in reduplicated words. 
Concluding, alternations that are optional in unreduplicated. words are predicted to be 
obligatory in reduplicated words when Base-Reduplic3111 Identity requirements are of low-
priority, as is true for Lushootseed vowel reduction. 
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